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We compute the number density of nonlinear seed fluctuations which have the right number
density to be able to explain the presence of one supermassive black hole per galaxy, as a function
of redshift. We find that there is an interesting range of symmetry breaking scales for which the
density of seeds is larger that what is predicted in the standard cosmological model with Gaussian
primordial fluctuations. Hence, global defects may help in light of the mounting tension between
the standard cosmological model and observations of supermassive black hole candidates at high
redshifts.
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of discovered super-massive black hole
candidates at high redshifts is creating an increasing ten-
sion with the standard ΛCDM cosmology based on Gaus-
sian primordial fluctuations. Super-massive black holes
are black holes with masses greater than about 106M
(see e.g. [1] for a review). The existence of a super-
massive black hole in the center of our galaxy has now
been firmly established, e.g. via the mapping of the or-
bits of stars in the vicinity of this object [2], and the event
horizon of the massive black hole in the M87 galaxy has
recently been beautifully imaged by the Event Horizon
Telescope project [3]. It is now believed that each galaxy
harbors a super-massive black hole. What is surprising
from the point of view of the standard ΛCDM is that
more than 40 black holes candidates with masses greater
than 109M have been discovered a redshifts greater
than 6 [4].
It is generally believed that super-massive black holes
originate via the accretion of dust and gas about mas-
sive seeds [1]. These seeds can be Population III stars
with masses in the range 102M − 103M, dense mat-
ter clouds or other compact objects, in both cases with
seed masses similar or larger than those of Population
III stars. If accretion is limited by the Eddington rate
[5], then the nonlinear seed fluctuations must have been
present at very early times, which is in tension with the
hierarchical structure formation scenario which follows
from the standard ΛCDM model. This tension was quan-
tified, e.g., in [6]. Note that under the assumption of
Eddington accretion, seed masses of 103M had to have
been present at redshift of 20 in order to obtain nonlin-
ear masses of 109M by redshift 6.3, and seed masses
of 102M had to have been present already at redshifts
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greater than 30 (see the figures in [6]).
An avenue to resolve this tension without touching the
basic premises of the current cosmological paradigm is
to assume the presence of nonlinear seed fluctuations at
high redshift. Such nonlinear seed fluctuations could be
primordial black holes (see e.g. [7] for a recent review),
they could form if dark matter contains a component
which has large self-interactions and hence clumps early
[8], or it could be seeds produced by topological defects.
In a recent paper [6], the possibility was studied that
cosmic string loops could be the seeds of super-massive
black holes. In particle physics models which admit cos-
mic string solutions, a network of strings will inevitably
form in the early universe. String loops can then form
nonlinear overdensities at early times about which regu-
lar matter can accrete into super-massive black holes. It
was shown that even for quite small cosmic string ten-
sions, the number density of nonlinear seeds produced by
the string loops is sufficiently high to explain the data.
In this paper we focus on global textures [9] and global
monopoles [10], different types of defects, and demon-
strate that - for an interesting range of the symme-
try breaking scale characterizing the defects, a suffi-
cient number of nonlinear seeds at early times can be
formed. Both global textures and global monopoles are
roughly spherically symmetric configurations of field en-
ergy which arise in sets of particle physics models beyond
the particle physics Standard Model. A texture under-
goes collapse and thus leads to the formation of a nonlin-
ear density fluctuation. A global monopole in isolation
is a stable defect with energy focused near the center
(in a way which will be quantified later). Such density
fluctuations could be the seeds for super-massive black
holes.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in the next
section we present a brief review of global textures and
global monopoles and their possible effects in early uni-
verse cosmology. In Section III we then determine
the nonlinear mass which collapsing textures and global
monopoles produce. We show that neither texture col-
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2lapse nor a global monopole will directly lead to black
hole formation, but that in both cases a sufficiently large
number of nonlinear seed fluctuations will form.
In this paper we will use natural units in which the
speed of light, Planck’s constant and Boltzmann’s con-
stant are set to 1. Newton’s gravitational constant is
denoted by G. We work in the context of Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker cosmology.
II. GLOBAL TEXTURES AND GLOBAL
MONOPOLES: A BRIEF REVIEW
Two guiding principles of Particle Physics have been
the symmetry principle, according to which every force
results from an internal symmetry, the force carriers be-
ing the gauge fields of the respective symmetries, and
the unification principle according to which the three
microscopic forces which are observed today have a uni-
fied description at higher energies. The unification of
the weak and electromagnetic forces into the electroweak
theory is well established, and it is assumed that the
strong force unifies with the electroweak force at some
very high energy scale. The breaking of an internal sym-
metry is generated by a scalar field ϕ with a non-trivial
potential which at low energies takes on a value which
breaks the symmetry, as is the case for the usual Higgs
field which breaks the electroweak symmetry. The search
for a unification of the weak and electromagnetic forces
is a major goal of “Beyond the Standard Model” (BSM)
physics. BSM models typically contain a rich sector of
scalar fields.
Many particle physics models beyond the Standard
Model admit defect solutions, configurations of scalar and
gauge fields with trapped energy. If Nature is described
by a model which has defect solutions, then by causality
[11] a network of defects will form in the early universe at
the energy scale η when the symmetry breaks, and will
persist to the present time. The energy of the detects
leads to signatures in cosmological observations. Hence,
we can use cosmology to test particle physics beyond the
Standard Model.
There are different types of defect configurations: do-
main walls, strings, monopoles and textures. Their
space-time dimensionality is 3, 2, 1 and 0, respectively.
In simple particle physics models, one stage of symmetry
breaking produces one type of defect 1. The type of de-
fect which arises depends on the vacuum manifoldM of
the theory, the set of field configurations which minimize
the potential energy. As an example, consider a scalar
field ϕ with n real components ϕi, i = 1, ..., n, and with
1 In condensed matter systems more complicated defects are pos-
sible, see e.g. [12] fpr a review.
potential energy
V (ϕ) =
λ
4
( n∑
i=1
ϕ2i − η2
)2
, (1)
where the dimensionless constant λ is a coupling con-
stant, and η is the symmetry breaking scale. In this
example, the vacuum manifold is the (n-1)-sphere Sn−1
M = Sn−1 = {ϕ | (ϕ2 = η2) } . (2)
In the case n = 1 of a single real scalar field, M is
disconnected and consists of the two points ϕ = ±η. In
this case, the zero’th homotopy group Π0 of the vacuum
manifold is non-vanishing, and defects with two spatial
dimensions result, the domain walls. If n = 2, then the
first homotopy group Π1 ofM is non-vanishing, and one-
dimensional string solutions result, the cosmic strings. If
n = 3, the Π2(M) 6= 1 and point-like monopole solu-
tions arise. Finally, if n = 4, then Π3(M) 6= 1 and
textures result. Textures are defect points in space-time,
as will be discussed below. Note that both the standard
electroweak theory and the low energy effective pion La-
grangian of the strong interactions have a vacuum mani-
fold with this topology (but the symmetries are local and
not global in these cases).
In theories with gauge symmetries, the defects consist
of scalar and gauge field configurations and are called lo-
cal. In this case, the energy density decays exponentially
outside of a core region of the defect and there are no
long range interactions between different detects. In the-
ories with global symmetries, on the other hand, there
are no gauge fields to cancel the gradient energy of the
scalar field configuration, and hence the energy density
decays only as a power of the distance from the defect
core, and there are long range interactions between dif-
ferent defects. In this case, we call the defects global.
The textures and monopoles we are considering here are
global defects.
In the early universe, finite temperature effects will
lead to symmetry restoration (see e.g. [13] for a review):
all at points in space the time average of the field is ϕ = 0,
the symmetric point. Once the temperature of the uni-
verse decreases to a critical value Tc ∼ η, the temperature
effects will be too weak to keep the field at the local max-
imum of the potential, and ϕ(x) at all points x in space
will roll down to a point inM. However, the direction in
which ϕ rolls is random on scales larger that the correla-
tion length (which is bounded by causality to be smaller
than the horizon), and hence there is a finite probability
that a defect will form in any correlation volume [11].
The causality argument ensures that at any time after
the phase transition, defects will persist - roughly one
per horizon volume.
Theories with domain wall solutions (and energy scales
η larger than scales probed in accelerator experiments)
are ruled out because the domain walls would overclose
the universe [14]. Local monopoles can also dominate
the energy density of the universe if the energy scale η
3is high since there are no long range interactions [15].
In contrast, the energy density in cosmic strings, global
monopoles and global textures makes up a constant frac-
tion of the total energy density of the universe, a frac-
tion which scales as (Gη2)p, where p is a positive number
which is p = 1 in the case of global textures and global
monopoles. Hence, cosmic strings, global monopoles and
global textures can lead to interesting consequences for
cosmology.
As mentioned above, textures arise if the scalar field
has four real components (i.e. n = 4). A spherically
symmetric texture configuration (arising at some time t
in the cosmological evolution) with center taken to be
the center of the coordinate system can be written as
(see e.g. [16])
ϕ(x, y, z) = η
(
cosχ(r), sinχ(r)
x
r
, sinχ(r)
y
r
, sinχ(r)
z
r
)
(3)
where r2 = x2 + y2 + z2 and
χ(0) = 0 , (4)
and
χ(r) → pi as r → ∞ . (5)
All points in space are mapped onto the vacuum man-
ifold and there is no trapped potential energy. For a
texture forming at time t, the length scale over which
χ(r) changes from χ = 0 to χ ∼ pi is in fact the Hubble
scale t.
A spherically symmetric global monopole solution (n =
3) can be written in the form
ϕ(x, y, z) = f(r)η
(x
r
,
y
r
,
z
r
)
(6)
where f(r) tends exponentially to 1 outside of a core re-
gion of radius rc ∼ η−1, and tends to zero inside the core
region. In contrast to the case of the texture configu-
ration of (3), in the case of a global monopole it is not
possible to map all of space into the vacuum manifold,
keeping the winding number of the field at infinity non-
vanishing. Hence, there is a core region where ϕ is not
inM and where there is hence trapped potential energy.
In the case of local monopoles, the scalar field tension
energy is cancelled by the gauge fields outside of the core
region, and the energy density hence falls off exponen-
tially away from the core. A consequence of this is that
there are no long range interactions of local monopoles.
In the case of global monopoles, the energy density is
dominated by the scalar field gradient energy, as in the
case of the global texture.
There is a finite probability c (found to be approx-
imately c = 0.04 in numerical simulations of textures
[17], and c ∼ 1.2 in the case of global monopoles [18])
that at time t the scalar field configuration will have a
configuration with this topology and spatial extent. For
textures, the tension energy is concentrated in the region
where χ(r) < pi/2. The overall tension energy can be re-
duced by having the radius rh where χ(rh) = pi/2 reduce
towards rh = 0. Thus, rh(t) will contract at the speed
of light which corresponds to a contraction of the region
where the tension energy is concentrated. But as this
happens, the local energy density near r = 0 increases.
Eventually this energy density becomes so high that near
r = 0 the field configuration leaves the vacuum manifold.
This is the texture unwinding event, an event studied in
more detail in the following section. After the unwinding,
the energy in the texture configuration will be released
as scalar field radiation and will expand again outwards.
The time scale for the texture collapse and unwinding is
the Hubble time scale, and during this time interval an
nonlinear seed overdensity in regular matter will be cre-
ated which survives after the texture unwinds. On scales
larger than t, the scalar field is still uncorrelated. Thus,
at all times texture configurations of ever increasing size
will form and collapse. This is the so-called scaling solu-
tion for textures.
Global monopoles do not unwind, but a Hubble time
after monopoles of a particular scale tf have formed at
time tf , long range forces arise between monopoles and
antimonopoles which are now separated by less than the
new Hubble volume. Monopoles and antimonopoles an-
nihilate, leaving the field configuration without winding
number on a scale tf . However, on larger scales the
winding number will not vanish by causality, and new
monopoles (of larger size) will develop. This is the scal-
ing solution for monopoles.
In early days, cosmic strings [19], global monopoles
[10, 18] and global textures [9] were considered as al-
ternatives to cosmological inlation as the source for all
cosmological perturbations. However, defects lead to
active and incoherent fluctuations, and do not lead to
acoustic oscillations in the angular power spectrum of
cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies [20].
The existence of acoustic oscillations first discovered by
the Boomerang experiment [21] hence tells us that the
defects can only form a supplementary source of fluctu-
ations, accounting for a total of less than a few percent.
The current upper bound on the symmetry breaking scale
η is η < 6 × 1016GeV in the case of global monopoles
[22] and Gη2 < 4.5 × 10−6 in the case of textures [23].
Nevertheless, since many particle physics models predict
defects with energy scales low enough to satisfy the up-
per bound on η, there is good reason to look for signals
of defects in cosmological observations (see e.g. [24]).
In particular, defects will lead to non-Gaussian nonlin-
ear fluctuations at early times. In [25], the possibility
was explored that a texture could be the seed for the
cold spot in the CMB temperature map (see also [26] for
other work on textures and early structure formation).
Here we will explore the role that textures and global
monopoles could play in the formation of super-massive
black holes at high redshift.
Note that textures arise only in theories with a global
symmetry. If the symmetry is local, then the energy of
4the scalar field can be compensated by gauge fields and
there are no long-lived non-trivial topological field con-
figurations. This is different from what happens if the
vacuum manifold admits domain wall, string or monopole
solutions, in which cases the defects exist both if the sym-
metry is local or global. From the point of view of quan-
tum gravity, theories with a fundamental global symme-
try are problematic - they likely live in the swampland
(see e.g. [27] for a recent review and [28] for some origi-
nal references). On the other hand, we know that there
can be global symmetries in a low energy effective field
theory - the chiral symmetry is an example. Hence, what
we have in mind in this paper is texture and monopole
configurations in an effective field theory with a global
symmetry which is not present in the ultraviolet comple-
tion of the theory.
III. TEXTURES AND GLOBAL MONOPOLES
AS SEEDS FOR BLACK HOLES
The energy density of the contracting texture configu-
ration introduced in the previous section is [29]
ρ(r, s) = 2
r2 + 3s2
(r2 + s2)2
η2 , (7)
where we have introduced the shifted time s such that
the unwinding event occurs at s = 0. This formula holds
for r < tf , where tf is the time when the texture forms.
As s→ 0, the energy density diverges as r → 0. How-
ever, once the energy density at r = 0 becomes compara-
ble to the energy density V (0) of the false vacuum state,,
the unwinding event will occur. This happens at the time
suw given by
s2uw ∼ 6λ−1η−2 , (8)
and the region of space where the unwinding occurs has
a radius
ruw ∼ λ−1/2η−1 . (9)
At the unwinding time, the energy in the texture config-
uration for radii greater than ruw is
E(r) = 8pirη2 . (10)
The corresponding Schwarzschild radius rs(r) is
rs(E(r)) = 8pi(Gη
2)r  r (11)
(since Gη2  1). Hence, we see that texture unwinding
does not directly lead to the formation of a black hole.
The contraction of the energy density in the texture
field will lead to a nonlinear overdensity. Its extent and
mass can be estimated by asking at what value of r (we
denote this value by rnl(t)) at the collapse time
δρ(r, t)
ρ0(t)
= 1 , (12)
where ρ0(t) is the background energy density. This yields
rnl(t) =
√
6(Gη2)1/2t , (13)
where we are taking t to be in the radiation dominated
phase. The dark matter mass enclosed in this region at
the time of formation tf is
Mcoll(t) =
4pi
3
r3nl(tf )ρDM (tf ) (14)
=
4pi
3
r3nl(tf )G
−1t−2f
( tf
teq
)1/2
= 8
√
6pi(Gη2)3/2G−1tf
( tf
teq
)1/2
where teq is the time of equal matter and radiation (recall
that we are working with tf < teq) and the last factor in
the second line comes from the suppression of the dark
matter density relative to the total density during the
radiation phase.
For global monopoles, the energy density is dominated
by the spatial gradients of ϕ and gives
ρ(r) ∼ 1
r2
η2 . (15)
As a consequence, the energy of the field configuration in-
side a radius r is given by (10), as in the case of the global
texture. Hence, the following calculations apply both to
textures and to global monopoples, the only difference
being that the probability of a defect per unit volume
(i.e. the coefficient c) is larger for monopoles than for
textures.
The seed mass can only start to grow at teq, after which
it grows proportional to the scale factor. Hence, at late
times t teq, the nonlinear mass M(t, tf ) due to a tex-
ture or global monopole formed at time tf is
Mseed(t, tf ) = 8
√
6pi(Gη2)3/2G−1tf
( tf
teq
)1/2( t
teq
)2/3
.
(16)
To simplify the following equations, we will introduce the
quantity
κ = 8
√
6pi(Gη2)3/2G−1t−1/2eq (17)
such that the formula(16) for the seed mass can be writ-
ten in a shortened form
Mseed(t, tf ) = κt
3/2
f
( t
teq
)2/3
. (18)
The next goal is to compute the mass function dn/dM
of nonlinearities seeded by the defects, which is the num-
ber density of objects per unit mass. This function is
determined by
dn
dM
(t) =
dn
dtf
dtf
dM
(t) , (19)
5where the first factor on the right hand side is the number
density of defects forming at time tf per unit comoving
volume per unit time. This is given by
dn
dtf
=
c
16
t
−5/2
f t
−2
0 t
1/2
eq (20)
for tf < teq, where c ∼ 0.04 is the probability (discussed
also in the previous section) that a given Hubble patch
will contain a texture , and t0 is the present time. We
are normalizing comoving coordinates such that they cor-
respond to physical coordinates at the present time, i.e.
a(t0) = 1, where a(t) is the cosmological scale factor. The
second factor in (19) can easilly be derived from (18) such
that
dn
dM
(t) =
1
24
cκM−2t−20 t
1/2
eq
( t
teq
)2/3
. (21)
We now return to the question whether defect-induced
nonlinear seeds can explain the abundance of seeds re-
quired to yield one supermassive black hole per galaxy.
Specifically, we ask what the mass of the nonlinear sees is
which at time t has a separation dgal which is the separa-
tion between galaxies. This mass is given by the equation
M
dn
dM
(t) = d−3gal , (22)
where we have to change from the number density of
seeds per unit mass to the number density of seeds of
mass of the order of M . Solving this equation for M and
substituting back for κ yields
Ms(t) =
pi
√
6
3
c(Gη2)3/2
( t
teq
)2/3
t0G
−1(dgal
t0
)3
. (23)
Expressing Gη2 in units of 10−6, i.e.
Gη2 ≡ (Gη2)610−6 (24)
and inserting numbers we get (using dgal = 1Mpc)
Ms(t) ∼ 1.4× 106Mz(t)−1(Gη2)3/26 (25)
for global textures and
Ms(t) ∼ 4.4× 107Mz(t)−1(Gη2)3/26 (26)
for global monopoles.
In Figures 1 and 2 we present our results. Given the
value of Gη2, we plot the nonlinear seed mass for which
the number density is right to explain one object per
galaxy. The results are plotted as a function of red-
shift. The results are compared to what is obtained in the
standard ΛCDM model with Gaussian primordial fluctu-
ations (the black curve labelled ΛCDM). Plotted are the
results for various values of Gη2. The faint black dashed
curves delineate the range of expected seed masses for
supermassive black holes (see [1]). For Gaussian models,
the mass decreases exponentially as a function of red-
shift, whereas for defect sources there is only a power
law decrease. In the case of cosmic textures, we see that
for Gη2 > 10−7.5 the number density of nonlinear seeds
is larger than what is predicted in the standard ΛCDM
model if we consider redshifts comparable or larger than
20 - when seed masses of 103M are required in order to
obtain 109M black holes by redshift of 6.3 if accretion
is bounded by the Eddington rate. If the seed masses are
102M, then a larger range of values of Gη2 will lead to
a larger number of seeds in the defect models compared
to the ΛCDM model. In the case of global monopoles,
we see that for values Gη2 > 10−8.5, the number density
of nonlinear seeds at redshifts of 20 and greater is larger
than in the ΛCDM model. Hence, it is easier to explain
the existence of seeds for supermassive black hole at high
redshifts if the spectrum of fluctuations includes a small
contribution of global textures or monopoles.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have explored the possibility that global textures
or global monopoles could provide the seeds for super-
massive high redshift black holes which appear to be lack-
ing in the standard ΛCDM model. We have shown that in
both cases there is a range of symmetry breaking scales η
which are smaller than the current observational bounds
but for which a sufficient number of seeds is present. If
we want more 103M seeds at redshift of 20 compared
to what is obtained in the ΛCDM model, then the lower
limit on η is of the order Gη2 ∼ 10−7.5 in the case of
cosmic textures, and Gη2 ∼ 10−8.5 in the case of global
monopoles. This corresponds to values of η in the lower
range of what is expected in models of particle physics
Grand Unification.
In the case of seeds produced by cosmic string loops
[6], the corresponding value of η is substantially lower
(lower by two orders of magnitude compared to what we
obtain here in the case of global monopoles). The reason
why there are more nonlinear seeds in the case of cosmic
strings than in the case of the global defects studied here
is that in the cosmic string model there are many loops
per Hubble volume, whereas in the case of global defects
there is of the order of 1 defect per Hubble volume.
Since cosmic strings arise in theories with local symme-
tries (which are better motivated from the point of view
of quantum gravity), there has been more work on the
cosmological consequences of strings. However, there is
still good reason to study consequences of theories with
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FIG. 1: Global texture case: mass (vertical axis) of nonlinear objects which have comoving number density equal to the
number density of galaxies, as a function of redshift (horizontal axis). The curve labelled ΛCDM represents what is predicted
in the ΛCDM model with Gaussian initial conditions (see the discussion in [6]).
global defects. In particular, it would be interesting to
study the spectrum of high energy cosmic rays generated
(in analogy of the work in [30] for cosmic strings), and
to investigate the spectral distortions which the decay of
the global defects predict (in analogy to the work in [31]
in the case of cosmic strings). Work on these topics is in
progress.
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FIG. 2: The same as in Figure 1, but in the case of global monopoles.
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